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Introduction:
This month’s report is another that is heavily influenced by the
COVID-19 pandemic and whilst this has changed the type of
threats and solutions that are being quantified, the recent months
have given excellent insights into how cyber professionals are
handling this ‘emergency’ situation.
As with last month’s report we’re still seeing that ‘ongoing’ budget
approval has been replaced with more immediate spending
approvals, but we’re also seeing a glimmer of attempted
forecasting this month as businesses come to terms with and try to
plan for this new way of working.
Remote working has made ‘human error’ even more in the
forefront with Immobility, and Accidental Sharing threats creating
true quantifiable damage throughout the business, including at a
regulatory level.
This report is a little different because we’ve been speaking directly
to our users, partners, and the cyber community to bring you the
information that you care most about. So, we’re looking at the core
3 trends in various sections of the Boardish ecosystem to bring
you the most ‘interesting’ parts that help you build a picture of the
wider cyber landscape as it’s happening!

* Each report is based on the trends and data from the previous
month. In this case, April 2020.
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The Threat Landscape
The
Threat Landscape

Below are the 3 biggest threat changes to be aware of and how cyber professionals are prioritizing
these threats in their organizations.
As in the previous month there were several variations of ‘not being mobile’ which we have
combined for the purpose of the report into ‘immobility’.

Below are the 3 biggest threat changes to be aware of and how cyber professionals are prioritizing these
threats
in their
From
whatorganizations.
we’ve seen, this is because organizations are having to plan and budget for long-term IT

resources to accommodate home working. More than had been initially planned.
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the purpose
of the
‘immobility’.
This month
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have ainto
‘new
star’ that has risen from the bottom to the number 1 spot and has the

highest percentage of growth this month: Accidental sharing.

From what we’ve seen, this is because organizations are having to plan and budget for long-term IT
resources to accommodate home working. More than had been initially planned.
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Key Takeaway from Chart: Accidental Sharing jumped into first place by a huge increase this month
it wasn’t from
even in
the top 20 last month. Of course, Accidental Sharing has always been an issue,
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Accidental Sharing
always
anusers.
issue, but with resources,
of an
issueOf
ascourse,
cyber professionals
have lesshas
power
overbeen
home
tools, and procedures in place in the workplace it’s been less of a ‘perceived’ threat among cyber
professionals. With the new work from home standard, it’s clearly becoming more of an issue as
cyber professionals have less power over home users.

--

**NEW: From this month we are introducing a new comparison chart for the ‘Chance of losing

**NEW:
From this
month we
are introducing
new comparison
formain
the ‘Chance
of losing
market position’
market
position’
variable
showinga how
the trends chart
for the
3 threats
are increasing
or variable
showing how the trends for the main 3 threats are increasing or decreasing against the previous 2 months. This should
give a wider view on the impact of threats for cyber professionals to interpret in their own organizations! ***
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Chance of Losing Market
High

Ransomware

Ransomware

Ransomware
Immobility

Medium

Immobility

Immobility
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2 Months ago

Accidental Sharing

Accidental Sharing

1 Month ago

This Month

Key Takeaway from the comparison chart
Ransomware is maintaining a HIGH position for 3 months in a row showing that it’s still considered
to be just as much of an impact now than before COVID-19. Immobility has increased from low to
high within 3 months and Accidental Sharing is showing the same increase trend. immobility has
increased from to LOW to HIGH within 3 months, Accidental sharing Jumped from LOW to Medium in
a very short duration.
It’ll be interesting to see if Accidental Sharing is a high ‘chance of losing market position’ next month
or if it stays the same.
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Turnover Days Loss:

Turnover Days Loss Trends
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Takeaway: Accidental Sharing is showing a huge spike because it’s a ‘new’ threat in the
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Workdays Loss:

Workdays Loss Trends
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Key Trends
<something pretty with this> Key Trends: Ransomware is the real trend to look at here because it
Ransomware is the real trend to look at here because it is still a consistent creator of damage
is still a consistent creator of damage which has been present at varying degrees for over 3 months
which has been present at varying degrees for over 3 months in our infrastructure. Even
in our infrastructure. Even though many cyber professionals are adding more solutions to4 try
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The Solutions
Landscape

Highlights
1. 35% increase in ‘Endpoint Protection’ being
used as a solution.
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2. 2
 8% increase in ‘User Awareness Training’ as
a solution.

The
Landscape
Below
areSolutions
the key changes
across the
3. 2
 4% increase in ‘Identity and Access
solution
landscape
during
May
2020
as
Management’
as2020
a solution.
Below are the key changes across the solution landscape
during May
as cyber professionals try
cybertoprofessionals
try
to
navigate
threats
navigate threats throughout the period of COVID-19.
throughout the period of COVID-19.
<main bar chart align left and recreate in Boardish colours>
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Note: We see Endpoint protection in many different forms or names from AV to EDR, so we did our best to aggregate the
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Key Takeaway for ‘Identity and Access Management’ Solution:
Another ‘non-mover’ this month keeping its place in the top 3 solutions was Identity and Access
Management. But we have seen an increase for the third month running as it now sits at 24% against
last month’s 13%. The new reality of remote working is keeping this solution in high demand for
security-conscious companies of all sizes.
In particular, we’re still seeing the implementation of multi-form authentication (MFA) combined
with a VPN and Geographical conditioning whilst travel is still slow. This helps to increase the
effectiveness of remote Identity Management.
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threats. Of course, on its own UAT isn’t inherently a ‘fix-all’ solution BUT when combined with other
solutions it can boost their effectiveness tenfold.

Key Takeaway for ‘Identity and Access Management’ Solution:

Highlights
The
Effectiveness
Another
‘non-mover’ this month keeping its place in the top 3 solutions was Identity and Access
But we have seen an increase for the third month running as it now sits at 24%
of Management.
Solutions
1. ‘User Awareness Training’ saw an increase of
against last month’s 13%. The new reality of remote working is keeping this solution in high demand
48% efficiency.
for security-conscious
companies of all sizes.
Against
Threats
2. ‘Endpoint protection’ solutions saw an
In particular, we’re still seeing the implementation of multi-form authentication (MFA) combined
increase of 45% efficiency
with a VPN and Geographical conditioning whilst travel is still slow. This helps to increase the
3. ‘Identity and Access Management” saw an
effectiveness of remote Identity Management.

increase of 18% efficiency
The Threat Protection Factor (TPF) section is
part of what makes Boardish unique as it helps
The Effectiveness of Solutions Against Threats
to determine how efficient your solutions are
at mitigating
threats,
both inFactor
the cloud,
The Threat
Protection
(TPF) and
section is part of what makes Boardish unique as it helps to
on-prem.
determine how efficient your solutions are at mitigating threats, both in the cloud, and on-prem.

<main bar chart aligns left and recreate in boardish colours>
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<right align> Highlights
1. ‘User Awareness Training’ saw an increase of 48% efficiency.
Key Takeaway on
Key Takeaway on
2. ‘Endpoint protection’ solutions saw an increase of 45% efficiency
‘User Awareness Training’ TPF
‘Endpoint Protection’ TPF
3. ‘Identity and Access Management” saw an increase of 18% efficiency
It is rare to see a consistent rise of over
Ransomware is bringing “Endpoint
Key Takeaway on ‘User Awareness Training’ TPF:
40% month after month when it comes to
Protection” back and we can see a very
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thisSolution
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with
“User
the
damage
that
Ransomware
causing
Against a Threat’ but this is exactly what we are seeing with “User AwarenessisTraining”.
Awareness Training”. Cyber Professionals are
and how effective some Endpoint protection
regularly updating the TPF of this solution
solutions are becoming.  
7|Page
showing how effective and efficient it is
when implemented properly in the solution
landscape. It’s showing it can have one of the
best ROI of almost any cyber solution!
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Key Takeaway on Identity and Access Management’ TPF
COVID-19 is testing the efficiency of IAM solutions in real life to the extreme, and we can see with
the pattern of 18% this month, 8% last month and 22% two months ago that it’s an ongoing process
of testing and tweaking the efficiency against the various threats. MFA is the is the “dominating” most
efficient of all IAM solutions in the Boardish Eco-System.
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Cyber Professionals are regularly updating the TPF of this solution showing how effective and
efficient it is when implemented properly in the solution landscape. It’s showing it can have one of
the best ROI of almost any cyber solution!
Key Takeaway on ‘Endpoint
Protection’ TPF:
Regulatory
Impact
(GDPR)

Highlights

Ransomware is bringing “Endpoint Protection” back and we can see a very clear correlation between
1. 22% increase in the
the increase of the damage that Ransomware is causing and how effective some Endpoint protection
regulation impact of
solutions are becoming.
Accidental sharing threats

KeyofTakeaway
on Identity
and
Access Management’
TPF:
As most
the regulatory
impact
is incredibly
complex, Boardish
2. 1 0% increase in the
is currently only quantifying the regulation impact of threats
regulation
impact
of with
COVID-19 is testing the efficiency of IAM solutions in real life to the extreme,
and we
can see
from a GDPR perspective. The regulatory section is one of the
threatsprocess
the pattern of 18% this month, 8% last month and 22% two months agoRansomware
that it’s an ongoing
few Boardish areas not really impacted by COVID-19 directly.
of testing and tweaking the efficiency against the various threats. MFA is the is the “dominating”
3. 3
 % increase in the
most efficient
all where
IAM solutions
the Boardish
Eco-System.
This month
was theof
first
a directin
threat
seen during
regulation impact of
COVID-19 could cause GDPR impact.  Accidental Sharing,
Immobility threats
particularly if the data is personally identifiable information
(PII). Of
course, remote
Regulatory
Impactworking
(GDPR) without proper security and
procedures is likely to increase the likelihood of a GDPR breach.  
•

Change to ‘Boardish Regulatory (GDPR) Impact Trends’

￼

Boardish Regulatory GDPR Impact Trends
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Regulatory Impact (GDPR)
As most of the regulatory impact is incredibly complex, Boardish is currently only quantifying the
Keyregulation
Takeaway
on GDPR
Regulation
impact
for May 2020:
impact
of threats
from a GDPR
perspective.
The regulatory section is one of the few
BoardishSharing
areas not
impacted
Accidental
hasreally
a clear
impactby
onCOVID-19
GDPR, thedirectly.
regulation doesn’t discriminate whether the
data leakage was accidental or not. Fundamentally, if the data leaked or shared without consent
This month was the first where a direct threat seen during COVID-19 could cause GDPR impact.
it’s considered a breach. Also, we’ve found the immobility update to be very interesting, initially we
Accidental Sharing, particularly if the data is personally identifiable information (PII). Of course,
thought it was a mistake but when speaking to users they all said the same thing. That they can’t do
remote working without proper security and procedures is likely to increase the likelihood of a GDPR
a DSAR (Data Subject Access Request) through remote working during COVID-19.

breach.
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Final Notes
The world is still navigating COVID-19 and the quickly
changing landscape is making IT and Cyber budgeting
and risk quantification difficult to forecast in the future.
That said, some organizations are trying to look towards
long-term planning with the new reality of remote
working, social distancing, and entire strategy pivots.
With this in mind, organizations must stay vigilant in cyber
security protection and training of employees, remote
working or not.
As a final positive note, we can see that ‘technology’ has
been coming to the rescue of businesses big and small,
allowing them to keep on producing, even in this unique
period. And we see it as a catalyst for change in the
months to come, long after COVID-19 has passed, which is
an interesting prospect.
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About Boardish
Boardish allows you to translate your information on
threats and solutions into clear financial risk figures and
full solution costs for decision-makers.
Quantifying and simplifying the impact of threats, and
solution combinations into a clear dashboard, Boardish
allows for a quick breakdown of various threat vectors
both on-prem and cloud.
The aim is to provide tangible and quantifiable risk
analysis to cyber security and bridge the gap between
IT and the board in a fast-paced and frequently
changing area in business.
Boardish is not only revolutionising how cyber
professionals approach the board, sparking the
conversations about risk that we need. It also shows
tangible results in explaining how various IT and cyber
security solutions combat specific business threats,
ultimately improving security posture.

Try Boardish for FREE today by visiting:

Boardish.io
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Threats

Solutions

Threat

Total Threat
Loss

Solution
Contribution
On-Prem

On-Prem
Exposure

Solution
Contribution
In-Cloud

In-Cloud
Exposure

No. of
Solutions

Solution

Total Solution Cost

Data Leakage

$203.87M

$198.98M

$4.89M

$173.29M

$30.58M

3

Microsoft - M365 E5

$206,500.00

Fire-Water
Disaster

$119.48M

$107.54M

$11.95M

$0.00M

$119.48M

1

Meraki - Firewall

$45,000.00

Ransomware

$111.35M

$97.43M

$13.92M

$83.51M

$27.84M

3

Eset - Endpoint Security

$34,500.00

Phishing

$38.65M

$38.07M

$0.58M

$37.49M

$1.16M

4

Veeam - Disaster Recovery

$29,500.00

DenialOfService

$32.12M

$27.30M

$4.82M

$25.70M

$6.42M

2

Fortinet - Fortigate

$24,680.00

Internal UserAwarnessTraining

$15,000.00

CloudFlare - DDOSProtection

$4,400.00

Annual Company Turnover

Filters

Total Solution Cost

Regulation Loss

$200,000,000

Threat Loss Breakdown

Salary Loss

Sale Loss

Market Loss

$359,580
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